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TJR’S TWO–EVILS ENDORSEMENTS
Los Angeles

California
PROPOSITIONS

01 : YES
02 : YES Congratulations
03 : NO
Cali, we get to
vote
on time itself!
04 : NO
05 : NO

06 : NO
RENT
07 : YES CONTROL
08 : YES RULES!
10 : HUGE YES
Most
11 : NO
disingenuous
12 : YES measure

STATEWIDE
CANDIDATES

VOTE FOR DEMS WITH
REPUBLICAN CHALLENGERS
Can you feel the Corporate
Democrats squeezing you by
the balls with their twisted,
lesser of two-evils grip?

US SENATE

✓○ Kevin de Léon
LIEUTENANT GOVERNER

✓○ Ed Hernandez

award!

Endorsing with most desperation!

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

✓○ Tony Thurmond

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

✓○ Ricardo Lara

CALIFORNIA
JUDGES

US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Actually
DISTRICT 34 ✓○ Kenneth Mejia
human
DISTRICT 25 ✓○ Katie Hill
candidate
alert!
DISTRICT 39 ✓○ Gil Cisneros
STATE SENATE
DISTRICT 24 ✓○ Peter Choi
DISTRICT 22 ✓○ Mike Eng

Swing
left
shout
outs!

STATE ASSEMBLY
DISTRICT 53 ✓○ Miguel Santiago
DISTRICT 54 NO ENDORSEMENT (YIKES!)
DISTRICT 63 ✓○ Maria D. Estrada
Actually
human
DISTRICT 15 ✓○ Jovanka Beckles
candidate
alert!

SUPREME COURT

Carol Corrigan : NO
Leondra R. Kruger : YES

COURT OF APPEALS
Victoria Chaney – NO
Helen Bendix – SURE
Elwood Lui – NO
Victoria Chavez – NO
Halim Dhanidina – YES
Anne H. Egerton – SURE
Luis A. Lavin – SURE
Thomas Willhite – NO
Nora M. Manella – SURE
Lamar W. Baker – YES
Dorothy C. Kim – SURE
Carl H. Moor – SURE
Arthur Gilbert – SURE
Martin J. Tangeman – SURE
Gail R. Feuer – YES
John L. Segal – YES
Trisha A. Bigalow – NO

MEASURE B : YES (NICE!)
MEASURE E : YES
MEASURE EE : YES Most dejaMEASURE W : YES vu measure

NO–
PLATFORM
THE GOP

WHAT ARE YOU
ACTUALLY VOTING FOR? SEE:
bit.ly/TwoEvils2018

SHERIFF NO ENDORSEMENT FTP :)
LA SUPERIOR COURT

Life-Ruiners!

4 ✓○ A. Veronica Sauceda
NO 16 ✓○ Patricia “Patti” Hunter
NO 60 ✓○ Holly L. Hancock
NO 113 ✓○ Javier Perez
NO

ALSO INSIDE:

RENT CONTROL, NOCTURNAL
METAPHORS, PROGRESSIVE*
(*SOME EXCLUSIONS APPLY)
CENTRISMTM, AND VOTING
ON TIME ITSELF.

NOVEMBER 6 2018 CHEAT–SHEET

STATEWIDE
BALLOT
INITIATIVES (1/2)

Politicians are buyable
and full of shit; TJR loves
the ballot because *we*
get to vote for the law.

PROP 1 : YES

PROP 4 : NO

TJR is a bond skeptic (bonds are loans the government must pay back, i.e., they’re tax-free interest for
the rich instead of actually taxing the rich). But Prop
1 would provide $4 Billion in bonds for housing veterans. This would be a *duh* if the bonds would fund
*public housing* but instead they fund *subsidies*
to landlords and developers, so it gets a “lesser of
two-evils” *sure.* Think about it: the investment wing
of the giant financial firm Blackstone loans money
to the government, so that the government can give
that money to the real estate wing of Blackstone for
housing a veteran, and then taxpayers will have to
pay Blackstone for that original money, and it looks
like Blackstone is getting paid… twice. Why not cut
out the loan shark landlord and fund the projects?
Because our politicians are still stuck in the quicksand of 1980s neoliberal faith in the “private market.”
Obvious jingoism singles out veterans as beneficiaries of policies that all Americans deserve (ex. VA
socialized healthcare), but wanting the program to
be universal isn’t enough reason to stand in its way.

PROP 2 : YES

This ballot measure is about how we use the
resources we are already getting (from the millionaire’s tax ballot measure that won in 2004). If this
measure is approved, we would use the fund not
just for mental health services but for housing
people with mental health needs. Hopefully the
word “bond” makes you a bit weary and annoyed
now, even as you will vote yes.

PROP 3 : NO
Public water projects should benefit the public,
not fund infrastructure for Big Agriculture. Public
water projects should have a mandate to conserve
habitats, not appropriate conservation funding.
Public water projects should have public oversight;
this bill’s “continuous appropriation” is a funding
stream without an “off” button. The same Big Ag
companies spending hundreds of thousands on the
campaign will see a taxpayer-funded windfall in the
millions should it pass. League of Women’s Voters
& Sierra Club are urging a “no” vote. Same!

Again, bonds. Again, resources for private companies. These ones are children’s hospitals, which
like, yeah I know, taking an IV out of a sick kid’s
arm, how awful, *but* taking State money to pay to
expand and renovate hospital facilities is something
hospitals should probably be doing with the insane
amount of money they are charging insurance
companies for a band-aid for one of these sick
kids, so I’m pretty sure little Timmy will keep his IV.

PROP 5 : NO
When you sell your house in this market, you should
have to pay the whole taxes on the next one, end of
story. Prop 13 has starved California of tax dollars
since 1978 by restricting property tax increases to
2% a year, heaping savings onto the wealthiest
Californians. Thanks to amendments voters made
on Prop 13 in the 1980s, homeowners over 55 and
disabled people can *already* move to another less
expensive home and take their stabilized tax bracket
with them when they do. Now, Realtors Associations
and Republicans want these homeowners to be able
to take their tax bracket to a more expensive home,
stealing more than $1 billion dollars from public
schools. If this sounds like bullshit, it’s because it is!

PROP 6 : NO

Yes, taxes on goods disproportionately affect the
poor (parking tickets should be income based, obvi),
and vice taxes aren’t really a deterrent for addictions,
but CA has not increased the gas tax since 1990.
Plus, we already passed a ballot measure, so the
money collected from the tax must be spent on
infrastructure and public transit. Tax gas.

STATEWIDE
BALLOT
INITIATIVES (2/2)

Politicians are buyable
and full of shit; TJR loves
the ballot because *we*
get to vote for the law.

PROP 7 : YES

PROP 11 : NO

You know how every year we have to turn out our
clocks back to “save daylight,” in other words, lose
more light at nighttime? Well, now you can vote for
all-year daylight saving! Note: your vote just makes
a *recommendation* to the State legislature, and an
actual change would require approval by the Federal
government. Seems like a shakedown between night
and morning people; TJR loves an 8pm sunset!

PROP 8 : YES

Requires dialysis clinics to refund money to patients
paying over 115% of average treatment cost. Bonus:
the measure was started by labor union SEIU, now
in an uphill fight to organize CA’s dialysis companies
DaVita and Fresenius, which every year rake in $3.9
billion in profits from the 63,000 Californians who
need dialysis to not die.

PROP 10 : HUGE YES
Name a law sexier than rent control. YOU CAN’T.
Prop 10 legalizes the expansion of rent control by
repealing a 1995 law that stands in rent control’s
way. Could you imagine your nasty republican
uncle making a rule in 1995 that is—and not in
a teen exaggeration way—still ruining people’s
lives? If you’ve seen 40% rent increases for working families and thought “there should be a law
against that” well *we can get one*! If we pass
Prop 10, we can fight to 1) expand rent control to
single family homes, 2) expand rent control to LA
buildings built after 1978 and SF buildings built after
1979, and *more.* Unfortunately rich uncles die hard
b/c the *largest real estate firm in the world with
12,000 homes in CA alone* put $7 million into a
caldron of $45 million from other trump-munching
landlords & flippers to spew lies across every billboard and screen in the state. Read my not one,
but two LA Times pieces for my more serious takes,
or just believe the LA & SF Tenants Unions, Tenants
Together, ACLU, Democratic Party, and Nurses
AND Teachers AND Labor Unions, LA Times...

Congrats, you won Most Disingenuous Measure!
This bill *says* it’s about paying for EMTs to have
active shooter training (yikes), mental health services
(yay), and paying for their break times / meals (cool),
BUT it’s *actually* an attempt by private ambulance
companies to sneak around a CA supreme court decision that ruled they couldn’t require EMTs to remain on call during lunch. Hire more EMTs instead
of squeezing the ones you have, you cheap bastards!
(Also, the bill only guarantees 10 mental health visits,
which seems–to this Jewish ex- New Yorker who has
seen a therapist more than that and *not* been a first
responder to a school shooting–like not much.)

PROP 12 : YES

Which is more space for a chicken: one square foot,
or the amount required to “fully spread both wings
without touching the side of an enclosure or other
egg-laying hens.” Turns out this is the kind of shit
you have to know to vote on a CA ballot proposition!
TJR is not a vegetarian, but would like for animals
we consume to live nice enough lives to be considered lives. Prop 12 would turn the purposely vague
“fully spread” into the more enforceable “one foot”
and make similar changes for cows and pigs, and
is supported by the Humane Society. PETA says the
rules are more permissive, but the rest of the “no’s”
are Pork Producers and Egg Farmers (plus the procock-fighting “Humane Farming Association”) so
the answer is probably “yes.”

STATEWIDE
CANDIDATES

Memorize their names
and phone numbers bc
the lobbyists already have!

WASHINGTON PEOPLE

The following is a list of people
you are casting a vote for mostly
because there is a Republican
challenger in the race, and the
fact that they have a candidate
for governor, the gas tax repeal,
and the property tax loophole
all on the ballot means they will
actually show up to vote. Drat!

(1/3)

US SENATE : ✓○ KEVIN de LÉON

Literally if a three-month old possum had a chance
to beat Feinstein I would vote for it. Please god do
the right thing and retire that respectability Zionist
before I give myself rabies trying to find any random
nocturnal creature who could get the job done. Hey,
even the CA Democratic Party agrees with me!

SACRAMENTO PEOPLE
CALIFORNIA GOVERNER :
✓○ GAVIN NEWSOM

Remember that viral photo about the fishery in
Kuwait which was putting googly-eyes on their fish
to make them seem fresher? What a perfect picture
of Gavin Newsom’s election strategy! Same corporate-approved moderate tinkering at the margins,
but don’t worry because his slogan is “for a change.”
Could be worse!

CALIF. LIEUTENANT GOVERNER :
✓○ ED HERNANDEZ

This race is so chock full of Democratic Machine
it’s basically the Transformers. Barack Obama,
Nancy Pelosi, and Kamela Harris have endorsed
Eleni Kounalakis. Xavier Becerra and Kevin de León
favor Ed Hernandez. Emily’s List picked Kounalakis.
Planned Parenthood, and the Teachers, Nurses,
and Labor Unions picked Hernandez. It’s like apples
and… apples! Or like, buying an apple at Whole
Foods and having an apple delivered by Amazon.
Ok, maybe that’s unfair because Kounalakis gave
$4 million to her own campaign from her real estate
business and Hernandez’s top donation was $39,000
from his eye care clinic. Better one.. Or two? TWO.

SECRETARY OF STATE :
✓○ ALEX PADILLA
ATTORNEY GENERAL:
✓○ XAVIER BECERRA

TREASURER :
✓○ FIONA MA
ATTORNEY GENERAL:
✓○ XAVIER BECERRA

SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
✓○ TONY THURMOND

The highest ranking official of California
K-12 education should not be charter-school
bro Marshall Tuck. Former Assemblyman
Tony Thurmond recognizes that public
schools deserve resources and that teacher
pay is essential to student success.

STATEWIDE
CANDIDATES

Memorize their names
and phone numbers bc
the lobbyists already have!

SACRAMENTO PEOPLE

CALIFORNIA COURT OF APPEALS
& SUPREME COURT JUSTICES

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER :
✓○ RICARDO LARA

The appointment of a belligerent, chipmunk-cheeked
assaulter with the temperance of LA traffic, and the
sole qualification of raw, racist entitlement–now “indelible in the hippocampus,” is “Do you, Senator?!?”
–has again solidified that judicial appointments are
as political as a candidate race and that objectivity
has always been a right wing cover up. And I can’t
think of a more poignant example of the failure of
liberalism than the the LA Times telling us all to
“just say yes” to every judge. The laziness! Again,
the GOP is making endorsements based on party
in the courts, so you should too.

(2/3)

Opponent Steve Poizner is trying to use
“non-partisanship” as a cover for being Republican.

MEMBERS: STATE BOARD
OF EQUALIZATION
You ever hear that song “Tax Man”? Well, that’s
literally what’s playing in the offices of the State
Board of Equalization all year: they administer CA
taxes on stuff like sales and property for programs
like schools, healthcare, and housing. Of course,
the Board has been plagued since its founding by
rampant corruption and misuse of funds: just last
year, a board member spent $130,000 for on their
office furniture, and it was discovered that 30
percent of employees were related to other staff
members. Bonus: in 2004, the board determined
that movie theater popcorn was not taxable, arguing
that it was not prepared food if served at room
temperature, which it reached by the time you
ate it in your theater seat!

1 DISTRICT: ✓○ TOM HALLINAN
ST

Tom Hallinan is actually pledging to dismantle
the state board of equalization. Word!

2ND DISTRICT: ✓○ MALIA COHEN

3 DISTRICT: ✓○ TONY VAZQUEZ
RD

Pretty concerning that this Democratic nominee
for administering our taxes is currently mired in
a scandal over conflicted interest (shilling for
construction contracts his wife in the school
board would then approve) and failure to declare
his income. But what are we going to do, vote
Republican? Two-Evils trap!

4TH DISTRICT: ✓○ MIKE SCHAEFER

Note: In the Supreme Court and the Court of
Appeals, judges don’t compete against each other.
They’re nominated by the Governor, then we can
continue to confirm or can reject their $200K+
a year positions by voting “yes” or “no.”

SUPREME COURT
CAROL CORRIGAN: NO

Vote “no” for this one time Dem turned Republican
who was appointed by Arnold Schwarzenegger. She
has already served one 12 year term, has been rated
among CA’s most conservative judges, *dissented*
to CA’s affirmation of gay marriage, and it is time for
her to sit on a bench at the park or something.

LEONDRA R. KRUGER: YES
Appointed by Jerry Brown, Kruger was a deputy Solicitor General for the Obama Administration, arguing cases in front of the Supreme Court. She has a
decent judicial record (especially on labor laws) with
some loud blemishes (ex. she ruled in favor of allowing the collection and warehousing of DNA of by anyone *arrested* on felony charges). But that reputation
for moderation (aka, conservatism) might put her on
the path to be the first black woman (she’s Jamaican
and Jewish) in the highest office (if, you know, the
racist, sexist constitutionalists ever die.)

STATEWIDE
CANDIDATES

(3/3)

COURT OF APPEALS
DISTRICT

2, DIVISION 1:

VICTORIA CHANEY: NO

HELEN BENDIX: SURE

Note: All my “sure”s are inoffensive (as judges
get) Dems, who you can decide to “yes” or
abstain (if you want to tamp down the mandate).
DISTRICT

2,

DIVISION

2:

ELWOOD LUI: NO

Jerry Brown appointed a Republican to look
fair. All is fair in no-platforming the GOP.

VICTORIA CHAVEZ: NO
DISTRICT

2, DIVISION 3:

HALIM DHANIDINA: YES

CA’s first Muslim judge, fan of KPFK-FM Pacifica,
who helped invalidate “lewd conduct” arrests of
gay men in long beach by forcing police to admit
they entrapped them.

ANNE H. EGERTON: SURE

LUIS A. LAVIN: SURE

DISTRICT

2, DIVISION 4:

Memorize their names
and phone numbers bc
the lobbyists already have!
DISTRICT

2, DIVISION 5:

LAMAR W. BAKER: YES
The youngest person ever appointed to the Court
of Appeals, former associate counsel to Obama.
Most info about him online is how much conservatives hate him.

DOROTHY C. KIM: SURE

CARL H. MOOR: SURE
DISTRICT

2, DIVISION 6:

ARTHUR GILBERT : SURE

“If you didn’t get enough of Justice Gilbert’s wry
columns in Under Submission, you belong to a
legion of the unfulfilled” is a sentence I’m pretty
sure Gilbert wrote in the description of his *second*
available-on-Amazon collection of opinion columns
Under Submission Volume 2. See also: his blog,
where he waxed poetic about having gone to the
gym in boxer shorts, and enough stuff about Wittgenstein, doubt, and facts to get me slightly on board.

MARTIN J. TANGEMAN: SURE
DISTRICT

2, DIVISION 7:

GAIL R. FEUER: YES

Rare enthusiasm for Feuer’s prior legal career, spent
holding corporations responsible for air pollution.

JOHN L. SEGAL: YES

THOMAS WILLHITE: NO

Made headlines by forcing LA’s zoo to improve
conditions for its Elephant.

Get rid of Pete Wilson appointed then
Schwarzenegger appointed Republican.

DISTRICT

NORA M. MANELLA: SURE

2, DIVISION 8:

TRISHA A. BIGALOW: NO

Bigalow’s Dad was appointed to a Superior
Court by Ronald Reagan, she was appointed
by Schwarzenegger. The line ends here.

LOS ANGELES
BALLOT
MEASURES
MEASURE B: YES
Paves a way for a LA Public Bank. LA has $46 billion
in sitting various banks. It pays about $100 million
in banking fees a year. Divesting these funds from
for-profit institutions and absorbing the fees seems
as good a reason to vote for B as the savings on future interest payments, and the (probably overblown,
but nonetheless seductive) possibilities for civilian
oversight and investment direction (ex. #NODAPL).

MEASURE E: YES

This measure is to synch up LA’s local primary
elections with the CA state calendar in the hopes
of increasing voter turnout. If you feel like we already
voted for this, we did! In 2015, with the truly annoying side effect of extending some of our rep’s terms
for a year. BUT the those idiots used “June” in the
measure’s wording, and not, you know, “let us always
match.” LMAO! *Smacks head on desk*

MEASURE EE: YES
This measure is to synch LAUSD Board of Education
elections up with the CA state calendar. See above.

MEASURE W: YES

Honestly people shouldn’t even be inhabiting this
desert called Los Angeles in the midst of historic
droughts on an increasingly warming planet. Establishing any sort of water filtration, rain capture, and
pollution/contamination mitigation system (before
the Water Wars) seems not like some woo-woo
hippie pipe dream but like a plea for our survival.

LOS
ANGELES
CANDIDATES (1/3)
*If your district isn’t
listed it’s Dem v. GOP,
do yr Two-Evils thing*

WASHINGTON PEOPLE
US HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 34
✓○ KENNETH MEJIA

Few politicians get anything other than the TwoEvils strategic support, but Kenneth Mejia gets
the full 90% (there’s obviously something wrong
with anyone who wants to be a politician so 100%
is not available). Mejia is an active member of the
LA Tenants Union and the Koreatown Neighborhood Council, and would be the first Green Party
Congressperson EVER. Mejia is running on a now
unheard of human rights (not corporate profits) platform, which should really be the standard Democratic line: single-payer healthcare, cancel student debt,
resurrect public housing.

FYI there are NINE “Swing
Left” candidates in close house
races in California (CA07, CA10,
CA21, CA24, CA25, CA39,
CA45, CA48, CA49), including
those around LA:
DISTRICT 25
✓○ KATIE HILL

DISTRICT 39
✓○ GIL CISNEROS

LOS
ANGELES
CANDIDATES (2/3)
SACRAMENTO PEOPLE
STATE SENATE
DISTRICT 22: ✓○ MIKE ENG

His opponent is a “Dem” whose donors include
the landlord lobby, Monsanto, Anheuser Busch,
and Chevron.

DISTRICT 24: ✓○ PETER CHOI

Rent control. End for-profit prisons. Ban fracking.
Free college. Cute platform! $11,703 in total donations vs. over $1 million to his opponent.

STATE ASSEMBLY
DISTRICT 53: ✓○ MIGUEL SANTIAGO

We are voting against a “business climate” “Dem”
who is attempting to stoke fears of increased crime.

DISTRICT 54: NO ENDORSEMENT

The incumbent Sydney Kamlager’s first bill fasttracked the construction of the new Clippers stadium
in Inglewood by limiting environmental oversight (Inglewood is not her district). She was also one of two
Democrats who voted against a “Just Cause Eviction”
in support of kicking people out of their homes for no
reason. Would obvi say to vote for the opposition, but
Tepring Michelle Piquado is running for “public safety” and her husband is a cop.

DISTRICT 63: ✓○ MARIA D. ESTRADA

We are voting against business Dem and Assembly
Speaker Anthony Rendon who blocked CA’s single-payer bill from going to the State Senate, but is
now walking back his initial distaste, after healthcare
advocates circulated a petition to have him recalled.

DISTRICT 15: ✓○ JOVANKA BECKLES

Democratic party politics in a microcosm! Beckles
is a Panamanian immigrant, member of the Richmond Progressive Alliance and the DSA, and a former
Richmond city council member. She helped pass the
first rent-control measure in California in three decades, raise the minimum wage to $15, tax Chevron’s
oil operations, and increase police oversight (while
reducing gun violence; it can be done, duh). Her opponent is Buffy Wicks, Hillary Clinton’s former California campaign director, AKA “Buffy the Bernie Slayer,” who has never held an office but wants to win
on the strength of her WhiteLadyTM Progressive*
(*Some Exclusions Apply) CentrismTM.

OTHER LA CANDIDATES
COUNTY ASSESSOR:
✓○ JEFFREY PRANG

The Assessor decides the value properties, so they
can be accurately taxed. (In 2012, the guy accepted
bribes to round way the fuck down and defraud
Angelenos of tons of money). Hateful nod of respect
to John “Lower Taxes” Loew, who legally changed
his name so it could appear on the ballot as such!

SHERIFF: NO ENDORSEMENT FTP :)

Voters don’t elect the chief of LAPD (which, I must
remind you, leads the nation in murdering civilians,
gets 54% of LA’s budget a year, and arrests a homeless person 1 out of every 6 times they arrest anyone).
But we do elect the Sheriff, who runs county jails,
handles evictions and other court “enforcements,”
and polices LA’s unincorporated areas. Long-time
LA Sheriff Lee Baca was just sentenced to three
years for leading a conspiracy to obstruct an FBI
investigation into abuses in the jails he was tasked
of overseeing. Jim McDonnell is running for re-election with the support of the Police Chief Association & Chamber of Commerce (gag me). LATimes
endorsed him even though two people died in his
jails in two days and he has promised to work more
closely with ICE. Ex-lieutenant Alex Villanueva got a
Democratic Party endorsement for using buzzwords
like “cleaning the corruption swamp” and “stop warehousing the mentally ill,” but he also wants to add
3,000 cops and thinks body cameras are “niceties
not necessities.”

LOS
ANGELES
CANDIDATES (3/3)
LOS ANGELES
SUPERIOR
COURT JUDGES
NO. 4: ✓○ A. VERÓNICA SAUCEDA
Signs of life.

NO. 16: ✓○ PATRICIA “PATTI” HUNTER

Her opponent, Sydne Jane Michel, is married to
a attorney for the National Rifle Association and
endorsed by Firearms enthusiasts.

NO. 60: ✓○ HOLLY L. HANCOCK

Hancock was a public defender, but you’ll see
“attorney-at-law” under her name on the ballot
as legend has it voters chose prosecution over
defense (ugh). More judges from defense, please!!!

NO. 113: ✓○ JAVIER PEREZ

Perez is the most amenable to alternative
sentencing. Fun note: this race is made of
losers from previous races!

These people are life-ruiners,
mostly prosecutors, whose
job it will be to legitimize
and perpetuate the use of
cages as punishment.
Remember: “lesser of...”
Endorsements are based
on their showing some signs
of life, AKA awareness of
racism inherent in courts
and/or criminalization
of poverty and/or will for
alternative sentencing.

FURTHER
RESOURCES
VOTE BY MAIL
Request a vote by mail ballot by October 30th!
Find your County Elections Office for your CA
resources for early voting and vote by mail:
Call (800) 345-VOTE
Or: www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/
county-elections-offices/
FIND YOUR POLLING PLACE
CA: www.sos.ca.gov/elections/polling-place/
LA: lavote.net/locator
GET A PERSONALIZED BALLOT
including League of Women Voters judicial
candidate Q&As at votersedge.org

OTHER ENDORSEMENT GUIDES
(AKA don’t you wish yr endorsement
guide was hot like me?)
- League of Women Voters Ballot Endorsements
- DUH (Demand Universal Healthcare)
- Candidates on the Bernie Bloc.
- DSA Endorsements
- Pissed off SF voter guide
This “Judge Voter Guide” is authored by a conservative who hates “judicial activists,” which is a code
for “loves Republican judges.” If they say it’s up, it’s
probably down.

WHO TF IS TJR?
Tracy Jeanne Rosenthal is a writer, and an idealist,
skeptic, and freak. She is a co-founder of the LA
Tenants Union. She thinks you should vote, and
vote according to the principle of Lesser of Two
Evils. With literally any/all the other days of the
year, she thinks you should join an autonomous,
abolitionist, anti-capitalist, and/or tenants
movement, where you are certainly more wanted
and definitely more needed. Find her online
@Two__Evils or @Two_Evils where she will
personally consult you on your ballot.
GRAPHIC DESIGN BY
Jacob Halpern

